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Case Study: Blogs in Cuba: Freedom of Expression through digital
media

By: Walyce Almeida and Monika Schwartzman

Introduction

Yoani Sanchez is an unlikely champion of Freedom of Expression.

Born in 1975 in Havana, Cuba, Sanchez holds a doctorate in philology from the Institute of
Pedagogy. She wrote her thesis, titled “Words under Pressure,” about Latin American literature
during the dictatorships of the 1960s.

Instead of pursuing a career in philology, however, Sanchez decided to make a living giving Spanish
lessons to tourists. One side benefit of that job, as reported by The Australian, was that as she met
her students in hotels, she could use the hotel Internet connections to upload stories to a blog she
created, called “Generation Y” (DesdeCuba.com/GenerationY).

Generation Y blog is part of larger online news organization which Sanchez founded in 2004, called
Consenso or “Consensus” (found on DesdeCuba.com). Sanchez became Consenso’s Webmaster
as well as one of the contributing writers and editors.

Yoani Sanchez in her home in Havana, Cuba.

Sanchez's blog is about the reality of living under a Cuban dictatorship. In her posts, she makes
references to events, circumstances or emotions that represent how the Cuban people’s freedom of
speech has been limited under Fidel Castro's rule since 1958. In one post, Sanchez used the food
distribution policy as a metaphor to comment on the lack of freedom in Cuba:
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“…Change the three pounds of dark and white sugar, the three monthly kilos of rice, and the packet
of coffee I am given at the ration store, for one extended dose of freedom of expression. I know my
shopkeeper will be frightened if I show him the bag while asking for a few ounces of ‘freedom of
association,’ a couple of tablespoons of ‘free opinion’ and even a small portion of ‘freedom to
decide.’”

Translation: “As of now, all Cubans can purchase personal computers, but the use of computers will
continue to be illegal.”

Sanchez's blog is not well read in Cuba. According to the International Telecommunications Union,
about two percent of Cuba’s population uses the Internet. Moreover, a report prepared by Reporters
Without Borders, a non-profit organization, stated that the Cuban government only allows Cubans to
access the Internet at public cafés or computer centers where the computers have monitoring
software.

But Sanchez has built an international community of readers. She uses the platform of a blog as a
virtual place where people can share their ideas on one general theme. Sanchez shared this goal
with National Public Radio, a public radio network in the United States:

“What we're trying to do is to get people to reconnect to each other as individuals, as citizens. This
is what I like to write about in my blog. I'm not a political analyst. I'm not even a journalist. I speak as
a citizen.”

In a blog post, Sanchez wrote about the Cuban government’s refusal of a visa she needed to travel
to Spain where she would have accepted the 2008 Ortega y Gasset digital journalism award – an
award the American newspaper The Christian Science Monitor called “the Pulitzer prize of Spanish
journalism.” Sanchez's blog post on her visa troubles received more than 3,000 comments--mostly
from people criticizing the Cuban government and congratulating Sanchez.

One person wrote: “Through your blog, you are with us in Madrid, Barcelona…wherever you like.”

Although she cannot travel, Sanchez is not entirely isolated in Cuba. She has foreign friends who
translate her blog posts into various languages: English, Polish, French, German and Italian.
Besides connecting with her readers who often comment on her posts, she also collaborates with
local bloggers, which The International Herald Tribune reported on:

“‘The Internet has become the only terrain that is not regulated,’ she said in an interview. Because
Sánchez, like most Cubans, can get online for only a few minutes at a time, she writes almost all
her essays beforehand, then goes to the one Internet café, signs on, updates her website, copies
some key pages that interest her and walks out with everything on a memory stick. Friends copy the
information, and it passes from hand to hand.”

Because it is a struggle for dissenting media to originate from Cuba, Sanchez’ site has gained
popularity and has been the platform from which her ideas spread out into an international
community that in its turn virally spreads her messages.

Sanchez's visibility and popularity raises the volume of her voice--making it harder for the Cuban
government to silence her. By building her blog, Sanchez has demonstrated how online networking
can be a powerful tool for communicating and disseminating news even in a place where freedom of
expression is highly limited.

Sanchez is an example of how people even in lower-income regions of the world, can use new
digital media to bring people together--and who together can then work to expand their Freedom of
Expression.
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Exercises

Class discussion: Imagine only having access to one particular medium (such as mobile
phones, magazines or blogs) or only having one way of expressing yourself (such as through
music, small school-based organizations or word of mouth).

Select an issue or problem that you think is important that you think is under-reported,
overlooked by others or only reported from a certain perspective. (For example, your class may
want to spread a message about how poor children in your school system are not learning how
to read.) Then separate the class into small groups and give each group one medium or a
particular form of expression to represent. Have each group think about how its medium could
be used to inform others of the issue and to create a dialogue about it. Keep in mind that the
dialogue should have a purpose and goal. In the end, each group will share its plans with the
rest of the class.

When preparing the plan, try to answer the following questions:

What is the purpose of the dialogue you are creating?1.
How can your medium be used to build a community about the topic at hand?2.
Do you want to reach people locally or do you also want to reach a national and
international and international audience?

3.

How would you convince a national or international audience that they should care about
your problem?

4.

What language will you use? Who in the international community will understand that
language?

5.

Analysis Criteria

 ACCESS
Yoani Sanchez has used her blog, not only to spread awareness of daily life in Cuba, but also to
encourage the building of a community of activists. How can access to media help spread
messages? Could having access to various media have enhanced your community? How
essential is access in terms of freedom of expression?

AWARENESS
Could awareness of Yoani Sanchez' experience cause political mobility or social activism within
and outside of Cuba? Does that awareness influence the Cuban government’s treatment of
Sanchez or online dissenters in general?

ASSESSMENT
Assess what kinds of communities were developed as a result of Yoani Sanchez’ involvement in
online news media and compare them to the communities you built in the exercise. How do
these communities strengthen her voice or your voice?

APPRECIATION
Blogs are "virtual" places for individual freedom of expression. What other media also allow
individuals to express themselves? What lessons should traditional media (television, radio,
newspapers, etc.) take from the great popularity of blogs and such other new media expressions
of self, such as text messaging? What aspects of these social networking media should be
appreciated? What are the limitations of social networking media in giving others an
understanding of the world?

ACTION
How can you use social networking media, such as blogs, to strengthen your community and
your country?
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Resources

Link TV reports on the Cuba of Fidel Castro – http://www.linktv.org/latinpulse/20080324

Venezuela Noticia video report of Yoani Sanchez (the translated transcription for the video is at
the end of this lesson plan) – http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZvHh8Fe74X0

Al Jazeera interviews Yoani Sanchez – http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bczZEY59K1Y

Consenso website with story on Sanchez’ visa troubles - http://www.desdecuba.com
/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=68&It...

Blog written by a US citizen living in Havana, Cuba - http://circlesonline.blogspot.com/

Tampa Bay reports on Sanchez - www.sptimes.com/2008/02/07/Worldandnation
/Cuban_dissent_finds_v.shtml

Global Voices reports on Sanchez receiving prestigious award -
http://www.globalvoicesonline.org/2008/04/08/cuba-blocked-blogger-yoani-...

Blogger explains that Sanchez’ blog was not blocked but had a technical error -
http://cubantriangle.blogspot.com/2008/04/odds-and-ends_09.html

International Herald Tribune reports on Sanchez - http://www.iht.com/articles/2007/10
/10/business/cubablog.php

English-speaking French news organization reports on Cuba’s “blogging revolution” –
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HcI_hios9SQ

ThinkSpain, an onlne news site covers Sanchez - http://www.thinkspain.com/news-spain/14903
/prize-winning-cuban-blogger-d...
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Credits

Facts and Background Information:

Yoani Sanchez’ online biography - http://desdecuba.com/generationy/?page_id=108
History of Cuba according to Florida International University’s Free Cuba Foundation -
http://www.fiu.edu/~fcf/histcuba.html
Information about Internet usage in Cuba by International Telecommunication Union -
http://www.internetworldstats.com/car/cu.htm
Information about access to Internet in Cuba by Reporters without borders -
http://www.rsf.org/article.php3?id_article=19335
Sanchez’ blog post with more than 3,000 comments – http://desdecuba.com/generaciony
/?p=260
Information about languages Sanchez’ blog is translated into –
http://www.desdecuba.com/generationy

Quotations:

From International Herald Tribune - http://www.iht.com/articles/2008/03/06/america
/cuba.php?page=2
From The Australian - http://www.theaustralian.news.com.au/story
/0,,23904413-7583,00.html
From Sanchez’ blog on food distribution metaphor – http://desdecuba.com/generationy
/?p=125
From National Public Radio - http://www.npr.org/templates/story
/story.php?storyId=90268442
Quotation and information about Sanchez’ visa troubles from Christian Science Monitor -
http://www.csmonitor.com/2008/0726/p12s01-woam.html

Visual images:

Photo of Yoani Sanchez by Ricardo Romantoro - http://flickr.com/photos/8236303@N02
/2482215278/
Cartoon parody of Raul Castro’s policy allowing computers to be imported and sold to the
Cuban public by Paco Rives Manresa - http://flickr.com/photos/mermadon_1967
/2361413384/

 

This lesson plan was produced under the supervision of George Lugalambi, Makarere
University, Uganda, and Stephen Reese, University of Texas, USA, who both served as faculty
members of the 2008 Salzburg Academy on Media and Global Change.

Translated transcription for Venezuela Noticia video (see Resources)
Translated by: Walyce Almeida

Like the women in white who were not able to pick up their Sakharov of Human Rights award
from Strasburg, Yoani Sanchez was also not able to travel to Madrid to receive the Gasset
journalism award. Raul Castro’s government is careful in administrative silence by not conceding
her the permission to leave the island even though she is not a resident. She is, respectively, a
Cuban citizen with a digital blog like many other people in the world, where she reflects on the
reality of her country not with beligerance, but with a radically distinct vision than that of the
Cuban government.

Sanchez: “The latest reform has been superficial – en route of a material well-being but not in
the direction of human rights. And what happened to me is in the area in which nothing has been
done – the area of civil liberties.”

Generation Y, Yoani Sanchez’ blog, reflects the comotion of the street and the disenchantment
that the youth feel over the future.

Reporter: “The Cubans, with access to exchanging currency, can already buy computers, mobile
phones, and even stay in the exclusive hotels for foreign tourists. But they cannot acquire a
simple airplane ticket. The reform implemented by Raul Castro does not include the free
emigration of Cubans from the country."
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